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Abstract

Similarity search in database systems is becoming an in-
creasingly important task in modern application domains
such as multimedia, molecular biology, medical imaging
and many others. Especially for CAD applications, suitable
similarity models and a clear representation of the results
can help to reduce the cost of developing and producing
new parts by maximizing the reuse of existing parts. In this
paper, we adapt two known similarity models to voxelized
3-D CAD data and introduce a new model based on eigen-
vectors. The experimental evaluation of our three similarity
models is based on two real-world test datasets. Further-
more, we introduce hierarchical clustering as a new and
effective way to analyse and compare similarity models. We
show that both our similarity model as well as our evalua-
tion procedure are suitable for industrial use.

1. Introduction

In the last ten years, an increasing number of database
applications has emerged for which efficient and effective
support for similarity search is substantial. The importance
of similarity search grows in application areas such as multi-
media, medical imaging, molecular biology, computer aided
engineering, marketing and purchasing assistance, etc. [13,
1, 9, 10, 2, 6, 7, 16]. Particularly, the task of finding similar
shapes in 2-D and 3-D becomes more and more important.
Examples for new applications that require the retrieval of
similar 3-D objects include databases for molecular biology
and medical imaging.

The development, design, manufacturing and maintenance
of modern engineering products is a very expensive and
complex task. Effective similarity models are required for
two- and three-dimensional CAD applications to cope with
rapidly growing amounts of data. Shorter product cycles
and a greater diversity of models are becoming decisive
competitive factors in the hard-fought automobile and plane
market. These demands can only be met if the engineers
have an overview of already existing CAD parts. In this pa-
per we introduce a new and very effective similarity model
for 3-D CAD data, which helps to find and group similar

parts. This model is particularly suitable for voxelized data,
which naturally occur in CAD applications. The experi-
mental evaluation is based on two real-world test data sets
of our industrial partners, a German car manufacturer and
an American plane producer. Both data sets consist of high
resolution voxelized data.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follow: In
Section2 we review already existing spatial similarity mod-
els and provide a classification of the techniques into feature-
based models and directly geometric models. Section3 pro-
vides the basis for similarity models based on voxelized ob-
jects. Furthermore, we adapt two known similarity models
to voxelized 3-D data and introduce a new model based on
eigenvectors. In Section4, we introduce hierarchical clus-
tering as a new and effective way to analyse similarity mod-
els. We empirically show the superiority of the eigenvec-
tor model compared to the other two models. Based on
hierarchical clustering we sketch in Section5 a possible
user-friendly prototype which makes best use of the data by
browsing through a class hierarchy. The paper concludes in
Section6 with a short summary and a few remarks on future
work.

2. Related Work

In recent years, considerable work on similarity search in
database systems has been published. Many of the previous
approaches, however, deal with 1-D or 2-D data, such as
time series, digital images or polygonal data, most of them
do not support 3-D objects. In this section, we discuss some
competing approaches to establish similarity measures. We
provide a classification of the techniques into feature-based
models and direct geometric models.

2.1. Feature-Based Similarity

A widely used class of similarity models is based on the
paradigm of feature vectors. The basic idea is as follows:
Using a feature transform, the objects are mapped onto a
feature vector in an appropriate multidimensional feature
space. The similarity of two objects is then defined as the
proximity of their feature vectors in the feature space: The



Figure 1: Section coding of 2-D regions:a) Original space
and object.b) Corresponding histogram.c) Corresponding
feature vector.

closer their feature vectors are located, the more similar two
objects are considered.

Several reasons lead to the wide use of feature-based
similarity models: First, the more complex the objects are,
the more difficult it may be to find an appropriate similarity
distance function. A second reason wherefore feature-based
similarity models are quite popular is that they may be eas-
ily tuned to fit to specific applications. In general, this task
is performed in close cooperation with domain experts who
specify appropriate features and adapt them to the specific
requirements. Since the existing techniques for query pro-
cessing are independent from the particular definition of the
features, efficient support may be provided without an in-
depth insight into the application domain.

Examples where the paradigm of feature-based similar-
ity has been successfully applied to the retrieval of similar
spatial objects include structural features of 2-D contours
[20], angular profiles of polygons [5], rectangular covers of
regions [13], algebraic moment invariants [9], and 2-D sec-
tion coding [6]. Non-geometric applications include simi-
larity search on time series [1, 10], and on color histograms
in image databases [22, 9], among several others.

Mehrotra and Gary suggest the use of boundary features
for the retrieval of shapes [20]. Here, a 2-D shape is repre-
sented by an ordered set of surface points, and fixed-sized
subsets of this representation are extracted as shape fea-
tures. All of these features are mapped to points in mul-
tidimensional space which are stored using a Point Access
Method (PAM). This method is essentially limited to two
dimensions.

Jagadish proposes a technique for the retrieval of similar
shapes in two dimensions [13]. He derives an appropriate
object description from a rectilinear cover of an object, i.e.
a cover consisting of axis-parallel rectangles. The rectan-
gles belonging to a single object are sorted by size, and the
largest ones serve as retrieval key for the shape of the object.
Though this method can be generalized to three dimensions
by using covers of hyperrectangles, it has not yet been eval-
uated for real world 3-D data.

Agrawal et al. present a method for similarity search in
a sequence database of one-dimensional data [1]. The se-

quences are mapped onto points of a low-dimensional fea-
ture space using a Discrete Fourier Transform, and then a
PAM is used for efficient retrieval. This technique was later
generalized for subsequence matching [10], and searching
in the presence of noise, scaling, and translation [2]. How-
ever, it remains restricted to one-dimensional sequence data.

Histograms as Feature Vectors.Histograms represent a
quite general class of feature vectors which have been suc-
cessfully applied to several applications. For any arbitrary
distribution of objects, a histogram represents a more or less
fine grained aggregation of the information. The general
idea is to completely partition the space of interest into dis-
joint regions which are called cells, and to map every object
onto a single bin or to distribute an object among a set of
bins of the corresponding histogram. Then a histogram can
be transformed directly into a feature vector by mapping
each bin of the histogram onto one dimension (attribute) of
the feature vector. The histogram approach applies to geo-
metric spaces as well as to non-geometric spaces.

A popular example for the use of histograms to define
the similarity of complex objects is the color histogram ap-
proach which is a core component of the QBIC system [22,
9]. Among other techniques, color histograms are used to
encode the percentage of colors in an image [11]. Our sec-
ond example is taken from a spatial database application:
The 2-D section coding approach [7] represents a particular
histogram technique that is used in the S3 system [6] for the
retrieval of similar mechanical parts. For each object, the
circumscribing circle is decomposed into a fixed number of
sectors around the center point. For each sector, the frac-
tion of the area is determined that is overlapped by the ob-
ject. Altogether, the resulting feature vector is a histogram
over the 2-D, whose bins represent the corresponding 2-D
sectors. Figure1 illustrates the technique by an example
with 8 sectors. This approach, however, is also limited to
two dimensions since a linear ordering of the boundary is
required. In the 3-D, there is no canonical linearization of
the two-dimensional boundary of arbitrary solids.

In [14, 4] the retrieval of similar 3-D objects from a
biomolecular database was investigated. The introduced
models are based on 3-D shape histograms, where three dif-
ferent approaches were used for space partitioning: shell
bins, section bins and combined bins (cf. Figure2). Unfor-
tunately, these models are not inherently suitable for vox-
elized data which are axis-parallel.

2.2. Geometry-Based Similarity

A class of models that is to be distinguished from the
feature-based techniques are the similarity models that are
defined by directly using the geometry. Two objects are
considered similar if they minimize a distance criterion that
is purely defined by the geometry of the objects. Exam-



Figure 2: Shells and sections as basic models for shape
histograms. In each of the 2-D examples, a single bin is
marked.

ples include the similarity retrieval of mechanical parts, the
difference volume approach, and the approximation-based
similarity model for 3-D surface segments:

Rotational Symmetric Mechanical Parts.In [23], a method
is presented to retrieve similar mechanical parts from a data-
base. The similarity criterion is defined in terms of toler-
ance areas which are specified around the query object. All
objects that fit into the tolerance area count for being sim-
ilar. Although the parts are 3-D, only their 2-D contour is
taken into account for the retrieval technique.

Difference Volume Approach. The difference volume or
error volume of spatial objects is a promising approach which
has been already successfully applied to medical images,
for instance [12, 24]. Furthermore, extensions such as the
combination with methods from mathematical morphology
have been investigated on a tumor database [17]. However,
they considered only 2-D images. A competing approach is
is based on a new geometric index structure as suggested in
[16]. The basic idea of this solution is to use the concept of
hierarchical approximations of the 3D objects to speed up
the search process.

Approximation-based Similarity of Surface Segments.
The retrieval of similar 3-D surface segments is a task that
supports the docking search for proteins in biomolecular
databases. Following the approximation-based model, the
similarity of 3-D surface segments is measured by their mu-
tual approximation error with respect to a given multi-para-
metric surface function which serves as the underlying ap-
proximation model. To state it simply, two segments are the
more similar, the better they fit to the approximation of the
partner segment [18].

3. Similarity Models

In this section, we describe our new similarity models
which are based on two major techniques: First, the voxel
approximations of the objects are transformed into shape
histograms. Second we use these histograms as intuitive
feature vectors and define similarity of two spatial objects
as the vicinity of their corresponding feature vectors.

Figure 3: Space partitioning with (a) 4 cells and (b) 16
cells. The corresponding feature vectors are depicted on the
right hand side, respectively.

3.1. Voxelized CAD Objects

Engineering products can be regarded as a collection of
individual, three-dimensional parts. Each of these parts may
consist of a complex and an intricate geometric shape with a
very high precision. Accurate representations of CAD sur-
faces are typically implemented by parametric bicubic sur-
faces, including Hermite, B́ezier, and B-spline patches. For
many operations, such as graphical display or the efficient
computation of surface intersections, these parametric rep-
resentations are too complex [21]. As a solution, approxi-
mative polygon (e.g. triangle) meshes can be derived from
the accurate surface representation. These triangle meshes
allow for an efficient and interactive display of complex ob-
jects. In order to apply spatial indexing, often, a coarser,
conservative approximation of the parts, by means of vox-
els, is applied.

A basic algorithm for the 3D scan-conversion of poly-
gons into a voxel-based occupancy map has been proposed
by Kaufmann [15]. Similarly to the well-known 2D scan-
conversion technique, the runtime complexity to voxelize a
3D polygon isO(n), wheren is the number of generated
voxels. If we apply this conversion to the given triangle
mesh of a CAD object, a conservative approximation of the
part surface is produced. In the following, we assume a uni-
form three-dimensional voxel grid covering the global prod-
uct space. The grid resolution determines the finest possible
granularity for the approximation of the objects. By means
of space filling curves, each cell of the grid can be encoded
by a single integer number, and thus an extended CAD ob-
ject is represented by a set of integers.

3.2. Shape Histograms

Histograms are usually based on a complete partitioning
of the data space into disjoint cells which correspond to the
bins of the histograms.



We divide the 3-D data space into axis parallel, equi-
sized partitions (cf. Figure3, which provides an illustration
in 2-D). This kind of space partitioning is especially suitable
for voxelized data, as cells and voxels are of the same shape,
i.e. cells can be regarded as coarse voxels.

Each of these partitions is assigned to one or several bins
in a histogram, depending on the specific similarity model.
Thereby the partitions are numbered from left to right, top
to bottom. By scaling the number of partitions, the num-
ber of dimensions of the feature vector can be regulated (cf.
Figure3). Obviously, the more partitions we use, the more
small differences between the objects become decisive.

By means of the resulting feature vectors, the similarity
of two objects can be defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Feature-Based Object Similarity) LetO be
the domain of the objects andF : O → R

d be a mapping of
the objects into thed-dimensional feature space. Further-
more, let dist:Rd×Rd → R be a distance function between
twod-dimensional feature vectors. Thenfdist: O×O → R

is defined as follows:

fdist(Obj1, Obj2) = dist(F (Obj1), F (Obj2)).

There exist a lot of distance functions which are suitable
for similarity search. In the literature, often theLp-norm is
used, as for instance the Manhattan distance (p = 1) or the
Euclidean distance (p = 2). Throughout our experiments
(cf. Section4) the common Euclidean distance was used.

3.3. Normalization

Similarity models for CAD data should recognize simi-
lar parts, independently of their spatial location. The four,
respectively five, tires of a car are similar, although they are
located differently. Furthermore, reflected parts, e.g. the
right and left front door of a car, should be recognized as
similar as far as design is concerned. If we look at the pro-
duction, reflected parts are no longer similar but have to be
treated differently. Likewise, the actual size of the parts may
or may not exert influence on the similarity model. To sum
up, a similarity model for CAD data should take translation
and rotation invariances into account whereas reflection and
scaling invariances have to be tuneable.

CAD objects are designed and constructed in a standard-
ized position, normalized to the center of the coordinate
system. We store each object normalized w.r.t. transla-
tion and scaling in the database. Furthermore, we store
the scaling factors for each of the three dimensions, so that
we can (de)activate scaling invariance dependening on the
users needs at runtime. In the case of CAD applications, not
all possible rotations are considered, but only90◦-rotations.
This yields 24 different possible positions for each object.
For similarity search, where we are not confined to90◦-
rotations, we can apply principal axis transformation in or-

der to achieve invariance with respect to rotation. Taking
also reflection into account, we may obtain24 · 2 = 48
varying positions. We could achieve90◦-rotation and re-
flection invariance by storing 48 different feature vectors for
each object in the database or by carrying out 48 different
permutations at runtime. As we want to decide at runtime
whether we want to consider reflection invariance or not, we
chose the second variant. Throughout our experiments, we
considered translation, reflection, scaling and90◦-rotation
invariance.

Taking all these transformations into account, we get the
following extended similarity definition.

Definition 2 (Extended Feature-Based Object Similarity)
LetO be the domain of the objects,F : O → R

d a map-
ping of the objects into thed-dimensional feature space,
and dist : Rd × Rd → R a distance function between
twod-dimensional feature vectors. Furthermore, letC be a
set of all user-dependent combinations of translation, scal-
ing, rotation and reflection transformations. Thenfdist:
O ×O → R is defined as follows:

fdist(Obj1, Obj2) =
min {dist(F (Obj1), F (T (Obj2))) | ∀T ∈ C, T : O → O}

3.4. Spatial Features

After partitioning the data space, we have to determine
the spatial feature of the objects for each grid cell depending
on the choosen model. In order to da that we first have to
introduce some notations:

The data space is partitioned in each dimension intop
grid cells. Thus, our histogram will consist ofk · p3 bins
wherek ∈ N depends on the model specifying the kind and
number of features extracted from each cell. For a given
objecto, let V o = {v ∈ V oi | 1 ≤ i ≤ p3} be the set of
voxels that representso whereV oi are the voxels covered by
o in cell i. V̄ o ⊆ V o denotes the set of voxels at the surface
of the objects anḋV o ⊆ V o denotes set of the voxels inside
the object, such that̄V o∪V̇ o = V o andV̄ o∩V̇ o = ∅ holds.

Let fo be the computed feature vector of an Objecto.
Thei-th value of the feature vector of objecto is denoted by
f

(i)
o .

Let r be the number of voxels of the dataspace in each
dimension. In order to ensure a unique assignment of the
voxels to a grid cell, we presume thatrp ∈ N.

3.4.1 The Volume Model

A simple and established approach to compare two objects
is based on the number of the object voxels|V oi | in each
cell i of the partitioning. In the following, this model is ref-
ered to asVolume Model. Each cell represents one dimen-
sion in the feature vector of the object. Thei-th dimension



of the feature vector (1 ≤ i ≤ p3) of objecto can be com-
puted by the normalized number of voxels ofo lying in cell
i, formally:

f (i)
o =

|V oi |
K

where K = (
r

p
)3

Figure3 illustrates the Volume Model for the 2-D case.

3.4.2 The Solid-Angle Model

TheSolid-Anglemethod [8] measures the concavity and the
convexity of geometric surfaces. LetKc,r be a set of voxels
that describes a 3-D voxelized sphere with central voxelc
and radiusr. For each surface-voxel̄v of an objecto the
so called Solid-Angle value is computed as follows. The
voxels ofo which are insideKv̄,r are counted and divided
by the size ofKv̄,r, i.e. the number of voxels ofKv̄,r. The
resulting measure is called the Solid-Angle value SA(v̄, r)
and can be computed as follows:

SA(v̄, r) =
|Kv̄,r ∩ V o |
|Kv̄,r |

A small Solid-Angle value SA(v̄) indicates that an ob-
ject is convex at voxel̄v. Otherwise, a high value of SA(v̄)
denotes a concave shape of an object at voxelv̄.

The Solid-Angle values of the cells are transfered into
the according histogram bins as described in the following.
We distinguish between three different types of cells:

1. Cell i contains surface-voxels of objecto, i.e. V̄ oi 6=
∅. The mean of all SA-values of the surface-voxels is
computed as the feature value of this cell:

f (i)
o =

1
m

m∑
j=1

SA(v̄ij , r)

whereV̄ oi = {v̄i1 , . . . , v̄im}.

2. Cell i contains only inside-voxels of objecto, i.e.
V̄ oi = ∅ andV oi 6= ∅. The feature value of this cell is

set to 1 (i.e.f (i)
o = 1).

3. Cell i contains no voxels of objecto (i.e. V oi = ∅).
The value of the according bin of the histogram is 0
(i.e. f (i)

o = 0).

3.4.3 The Eigen Value Model

In the following, we introduce a new approach to extract lo-
cal features which is based on eigen values. The set of vox-
els of an object can be considered as a set of points in the
3-D data space following a particular scattering. TheEigen
Value Modeluses this scattering of the voxel sets in each

Figure 4: Computation of the ellipsoids based on their
eigen-values

cell of the partitioning to distinguish the objects by comput-
ing the minimum bounding ellipsoid of the voxel set.

A minimum bounding ellipsoid in the 3-D space can be
described by 3 vectors (cf. Figure4). In order to compute
these vectors, we consider each voxelv of the objecto as

Euclidian vector~v o =
(
x
y
z

)
in the 3-D data space and

apply principal axis transformation.
To determine the principal axes of the vectors in celli,

we first compute their centroide~Coi :

~Coi =

 xC
yC
zC

 =
1
|V oi |



|V oi |∑
j=1

xj

|V oi |∑
j=1

yj

|V oi |∑
j=1

zj


After that, for each vector~v o in cell i, the following

translation is carried out:~v o := ~v o − ~Coi .
Based on these transformed vectors~v o, the covariance

matrix COVoi for each celli can be computed as follows:

COVoi =
1

|V oi | − 1



|V oi |∑
j=1

x2
j

|V oi |∑
j=1

xjyj
|V oi |∑
j=1

xjzj

|V oi |∑
j=1

xjyj
|V oi |∑
j=1

y2
j

|V oi |∑
j=1

yjzj

|V oi |∑
j=1

xjzj
|V oi |∑
j=1

yjzj
|V oi |∑
j=1

z2
j


The eigen vectors~e ji (j = 1, 2, 3) of the matrix COVoi

correspond to the vectors spanning the minimum bounding
ellipsoid of the voxel setV oi . The eigen valuesλji represent
the scaling factors for the eigen vectors (cf. Figure5). Both
eigen values and eigen vectors are determined by the fol-
lowing equation:

COVoi · ~e
j
i = λji ~e

j
i

The interesting values that are inserted in the bins of the his-



Figure 5: Principal axes of a sample object.

togram are the eigen values which describe the scattering
along the principal axis of the voxel set. These three values
can be computed using the characteristic polynomial:

det (COVoi − λ
j
i Id) = 0, for j = 1, 2, 3

Using this equation we obtain 3 eigen values which are
sorted in descending order in the vector~λi. The highest
value represents the variance along the first principal axis,
the second value represents the variance along the second
principal axis, and the third value represents the variance
along the third principal axis.

For each celli of the partitioning we compute the vector
~λi of the three eigen values as described right above and
register it in the according bins of the histogram:

f (i)
o = ~λi =

 λ1
i

λ2
i

λ3
i


Note that forp3 cells we obtain a feature vector with3·p3

dimensions.

4. A New Approach to Evaluate Similarity Mod-
els

In this section, we present the results of an exhaustive
evaluation based on nearest-neighbor queries and cluster-
ing. We also show how the use of the hierarchical cluster-
ing algorithm OPTICS [3] is applicable as a user-friendly
visualisation tool to meet industrial requirements.

4.1. Data Sets

We evaluated the three proposed models on the basis of
two real-world datasets. The first one – in the following ref-
ered to asCar Dataset– contains 177 CAD objects from
a German car maufacturer. The Car Dataset contains sev-
eral groups of intuitively similar objects, e.g. a set of tires,
doors, fendors, engine blocks and kinematic envelopes of
seats.

The second dataset contains 10,000 CAD objects from
an American aircraft producer and in the following is called
Air Dataset. This dataset contains many small objects (e.g.
nuts, bolts, etc.) and a few large ones (e.g. wings).

Figure 6: Results of 5-nn queries for the three different
models: (a) Volume Model, (b) Solid-Angle Model, (c)
Eigen Value Model . The particular distances to the query
object are depicted below each object.

For both, the Car Dataset and the Air Dataset, the data
space contains objects represented as voxel approximations
using a raster resolution ofr = 30. Furthermore, the data
space is partitioned intop = 3 cells in each dimension.
Thus, |V o | ranges from 1 to303 = 27, 000 for each ob-
ject o. We retrieve33 = 27-dimensional feature vectors
for the Volume Model and the Solid-Angle Model. The
Eigen Vector Model yields feature vectors of dimensional-
ity 3 · 33 = 81.

4.2. Evaluation of the Similarity Models

In general, similarity models can be evaluated by com-
puting k-nearest neighbour queries (k-nn queries). A draw-
back of this evaluation approach is that the quality measure
of the similarity model depends on the results of few sim-
ilarity queries and, therefore, on the choice of the query
objects. A model may perfectly reflect the intuitive simi-
larity according to the chosen query objects and would be
evaluated as “good” although it produces disastrous results
for other query objects. As a consequence, the evaluation
of similarity models with sample k-nn queries is subjective
and error-prone.

A better way to evaluate and compare several similarity
models is to apply a clustering algorithm. Clustering groups
a set of objects into classes where objects within one class
are similar and objects of different classes are dissimilar to
each other. The result can be used to evaluate which model
is best suited for which kind of objects.

We evaluated our models using both approaches. In the
following, we first discuss the results of the evaluation based
on k-nn queries (see Section4.2.1). In Section4.2.2we then
evaluate our models using the hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm OPTICS [3].



Figure 7: Results of 5-nn queries for the Volume Model.
The particular distances to the query object are depicted be-
low each object.

4.2.1 Nearest-Neighbour Queries

Definition 3 (k-Nearest-Neighbor Query) LetO be a set
of objects. For a query objectq ∈ O and a query parame-
ter k, thek-nearest neighbor query returns the smallest set
NNk(q) ⊆ O that containsk objects from the database, and
for which the following condition holds:

∀o ∈ NNk(q),∀o′ ∈ O−NNk(q) : fdist(o, q) ≤ fdist(o′, q)

wherefdist is defined as in Definition2.

We evaluated the three models described in Section3.4
using k-nn queries withk = 5. We performed the 5-nn
queries on the Car Dataset and evaluated the resulting ob-
jects according to our intuitive notion of similarity.

The results of the 5-nn queries for each model are pre-
sented in Figure6. We achieved satisfying results for each
model depending on the query object, e.g. for a tire, the
Volume Model performs very well, yielding objects that are
intuitively very similar to the query object (cf. Figure6(a)).
Comparably good results are also produced by the Solid-
Angle Model for a part of the wing (cf. Figure6(b)) and by
the Eigen Value Model for a door (cf. Figure6(c)).

Although all three models deliver rather accurate results
for the chosen query objects, we see in Figure7 that these
results are delusive.

Figure7(a) shows a nearest neighbour query for an ob-
ject which belongs to a cluster (cf. Figure10), i.e. there
exist several similar parts to this object. The Volume model
does not recognize this, although it works perfectly well for
other query objects (cf. Figure6). Furthermore, there might
be objects where a nearest neighbour query does not yield
any intuitively similar parts (cf. Figure7(b)). Obviously,
we should not discard a similarity model if the chosen query
object belongs to noise. This confirms the assumption that
the method of evaluating similarity models using several k-
nn queries is subjective and error-prone, due to its depen-
dency on the choice of the query objects.

Figure 8: Reachability plot (right) computed by OPTICS
for a sample 2d dataset (left). .

In the next section, we introduce hierarchical clustering
in order to overcome the above described difficulties.

4.2.2 Clustering

For the more objective evaluation via clustering we used
the density-based, hierarchical algorithm OPTICS which is
described in full details in [3].

We choose OPTICS due to the following reasons. First,
OPTICS is – in contrast to most other algorithms – rela-
tively insensitive to its two input parameters. The authors in
[3] state that the input parameters just have to be big enough
to retrieve good results. Second, OPTICS is a hierarchical
clustering method which yields more information about the
cluster structure than a method that computes a flat parti-
tioning of the data (e.g. k-means[19]).

The output of OPTICS is a linear ordering of the database
objects minimizing a binary relation calledreachabilitywhich
is in most cases equal to the minimum distance of each
database object to one of its predecessors in the ordering.
Instead of a dendrogram, which is the common represen-
tation of hierarchical clusterings, the resulting reachability-
plot is much easier to analyse. The reachability values can
be plotted for each object of the cluster-ordering computed
by OPTICS. Valleys in this plot indicate clusters: objects
having a small reachability value are more similar to their
predecessor objects than objects having a higher reachabil-
ity value.

The reachability plot generated by OPTICS can be cut at
any levelε parallel to the abscissa. It represents the density-
based clusters according to the density thresholdε: A con-
secutive subsequence of objects having a smaller reachabil-
ity value thanε belong to the same cluster. An example is
presented in Figure8: For a cut at the levelε1 we retrieve
two clusters denoted asA andB. Compared to this cluster-
ing, a cut at levelε2 would yield three clusters. The cluster
A is split into two smaller clusters denoted asA1 andA2

and clusterB has decreased its size. Usually, for evaluation
purposes, a good value forε would yield as many clusters
as possible.

In the following, we present the results on our two test
datasets.



(a) Volume Model on the Car Dataset (b) Solid-Angle Model on the Car Dataset (c) Eigen-Value Model on the Car Dataset

(d) Volume Model on the Air Dataset (e) Solid-Angle Model on the Air Dataset (f) Eigen-Value Model on the Air Dataset

Figure 9: Reachability plots computed by OPTICS for the Car Dataset and the Air Dataset.

Evaluation of the Volume-Model. The reachability plots
computed by OPTICS using the Volume Model for both
the Car Dataset and the Air Dataset are depicted in Fig-
ure 9(a) and9(d). In both cases no clear classification of
the objects can be found. None of the groups described in
Section4.1were distinguished by the clustering algorithm.
Although we get satisfying results using k-nn queries (cf.
Figure6), the Volume Model is rather ineffective if applied
to the whole data set. This indicates the suitability of clus-
tering to evaluate the quality of similarity models.

Let us note that according to the plot the objects are
marked with increasing reachability values along the or-
dering. An analysis of representatives shows that the ob-
jects are ordered according to their volume. This might be
the explanation why the Volume Model is rather ineffective.
Objects with related volume are modeled as similar. Most
likely this similarity is too simple.

Evaluation of the Solid-Angle Model. The reachability
plots computed by OPTICS using the Solid-Angle Model
for both the Car Dataset and the Air Dataset are depicted in
Figure9(b)and9(e).

On the Car Dataset the Solid-Angle Model provides three
clusters denoted asA, B, andC in Figure9(b). We ana-
lyzed the resulting clusters by picking samples out of the set
of objects grouped in each cluster. The result of this eval-
uation is presented in Figure10. As it can be seen, cluster
A consists mainly of long and thin objects. This might be
still inside the intuitive notion of similarity. The same ob-
servation can be made for the objects in clusterC. But the

Figure 10: Objects in the clusters A, B, C in Figure9(b)
found by OPTICS.

objects that are grouped together in clusterB are no more
intuitively similar.

Evaluating the Solid-Angle Model using the Air Dataset
we made similar observations. The reachability plot com-
puted by OPTICS (cf. Figure9(e)) yields a clustering with a
large number of hierarchical classes. But the analysis of the
objects within each cluster displays that intuitively dissim-
ilar objects are counted as similar according to the model.
A further observation is the following: objects clustered in
different groups are intuitively similar.

To sum up, the Solid-Angle Model does not generate all
clusters for the Car Dataset, whereas for the Air Dataset it
yields clusters with dissimilar parts. This suggests the con-
clusion that the Solid-Angle Model is also rather unsuitable
as a similarity model for our real-world test datasets.

Evaluation of the Eigen Value Model. In contrast to the



Figure 11: Objects in the classes A, B, C, D, E, and F in
Figure9(c) found by OPTICS.

other two approaches, the Eigen Value Model yields valu-
able results. The plots computed by OPTICS for the Eigen-
Value Model are presented in Figure9(c)and9(f).

On the Car Dataset (cf. Figure9(c)) OPTICS finds six
clusters which are analysed in Figure11. Each class con-
sists of intuitive similar objects. ClassA represents a large
number of small and thin objects (similar to the Solid-Angle
Model – cf. Figure10). ClassB consists of fenders, class
C represents doors, all objects in classD are seats, classE
consists of engine blocks and classF represents kinematic
envelopes of seats. This result suggests that based on the
Eigen Value Model, OPTICS finds all intuitively classes in
the Car Dataset.

Analysing the Air Dataset with OPTICS based on the
Eigen-Value Model yields affirmative results as well. The
reachability plot (cf. Figure9(f)) depicts a clear hierarchy
of five clusters. The analysis of these classes confirms that
the objects in each cluster are intuitively similar.

5. Industrial Application

In this section, we sketch an industrial protype, called
BOSS(BrowsingOPTICS-Plots forSimilarity Search). BOSS
is based on the Eigen-Value Model and on the evaluation ap-
proach using the hierarchical clustering algorithm OPTICS.
BOSS is an interactive data browsing tool which depicts the
reachability plot computed by OPTICS in a user friendly
way together with appropriate representatives of the clus-
ters. This clear illustration supports the user in his time-
consuming task to find similar parts. From the industrial
user’s point of view, BOSS meets the following two re-
quirements: (i) The hierarchical clustering structure of the
dataset is revealed at a glance. The reachability plot is an in-
tuitive visualisation of the clustering hierarchy which helps
to assign each object to its corresponding cluster or to noise,

Figure 12: BOSS: Browsing through reachability plots
with different density thresholdsε

Figure 13: BOSS: Hierarchically ordered representatives.

respectively. Furthermore, the hierarchical representation
of the clusters by the reachability plot helps the user to get
a quick overview over all clusters and their relation to each
other. As each entry in the reachabiltity plot is assigned to
one object, we can easily illustrate some representatives of
the clusters belonging to the currentε-value (cf. Figure12).
(ii) The user is not only interested in the shape and the num-
ber of the clusters, but also in the specific parts building up
a cluster. As for large clusters it is rather difficult to de-
pict all objects, BOSS also displays representatives of each
cluster. These representatives are simply constructed by su-
perimposing all parts belonging to the regarded cluster. We
can browse through the hierarchy of the representatives in
the same way as through the OPTICS-Plots (cf. Figure13).

BOSS helps to reduce the cost of developing and pro-
ducing new parts by maximizing the reuse of existing parts
because it allows the user to browse through the hierarchi-
cal structure of the clusters in a top-down way. Thus the
engineers get an overview of already existing parts and are
able to navigate their way through the diversity of existing
variants of products, such as cars.



6. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced three different similarity
models for voxelized 3-D CAD data. We adapted two known
2-D models and introduced a new model based on eigen
vectors. Based on two real-world test data sets we showed
the superiority of our newEigen Value Modelto the other
two models, theVolumeModeland theSolid-AngleModel.
Furthermore, we introduced hierarchical clustering as a new
and effective way to analyse and compare similarity mod-
els. We showed that hierarchical clustering is more suitable
for the evaluation of similarity models than the commonly
usedk-nn queries. Based on both our new evaluation proce-
dure and our effective similarity model, we sketched a pro-
totype suitable for industrial use, called BOSS which helps
the user to cope with rapidly growing amounts of data, and
helps thereby to reduce the cost of developing and produc-
ing new parts.

In our future work, we plan to advance our prototype, so
that the information contained in the representatives of the
clusters is better perceivable.
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